As there are as many clients as many usages of an Image Processing library, each one may expect different services from it. Some clients may look for efficient and production-quality algorithms, some may look for a large tool set, while others may look for extensibility and genericity to inter-operate with their own code base. . . but in most cases, they want a simple-to-use and stable product. For a C++ Image Processing library designer, it is difficult to conciliate genericity, efficiency and simplicity at the same time. Modern C++ (post 2011) brings new features for library developers that will help designing a software solution combining those three points. In this paper, we develop a method using these facilities to abstract the library components and augment the genericity of the algorithms. Furthermore, this method is not specific to image processing; it can be applied to any C++ scientific library.
Introduction
As many other numerical fields of computer science, Computer Vision and Image Processing (IP) have to face the constantly varying form of the input data. The data are becoming bigger and comes from a wider range of input devices: the current issue is generally not about acquiring data, but rather about handling and processing it (in a short time if possible. . . ). In image processing, the twodimensional RGB model has become too restrictive to handle the whole variety of kinds of image that comes with the variety of images fields. A non-exhaustive list of them includes: remote sensing (satellites may produce hyperspectral images with some thousands of bands), medical imaging, (scans may provide 3D and 3D+t volumes with several modalities), virtual reality (RGB-D cameras used for motion capture provide 2D/3D images with an extra 16-bits depth channel), computational photography (some high-dynamic-range sensors produce 32-bits images to preserve details in all ranges of the luminance). . . These examples already highlight the need for versatility, but some more domain-oriented applications attempt to broaden further the definition of images. For example, in digital geometry, one would define images over non-regular domains as graphs, meshes or hexagonal grids. The increase of image type should not require to write several implementation of the algorithm. A single version should be able to work on several image types. The fig. 1 illustrates this idea with the same watershed implementation applied on an image 2D, a graph as well as a mesh.
Tools able to handle many data representations are said to be generic. In the particular case of a library providing a set of routines, genericity means that the routines can be applied to a variety of inputs (as opposed to specific routines that support inputs of unique predefined type). As an example, consider the morphological dilation that takes two inputs: an image and a flat structuring element (SE). Then, the set of some possible inputs is depicted in fig. 2 . Note that in this example, the image is already a type product between the underlying structure kind and the value kind. Let s be the number of structures, v the number of types of values, and k the number of structuring elements. With no generalization, one would have to write s × v × k dilation routines.
Many IP libraries have emerged, developed in many programming languages. They all faced this problem and tried to bring solutions, some of which are reviewed in section 2. Among these solutions, we see that generic programming is good starting point [15] to design a generic library but still has many problem. In particular, we focus on the case of Milena [22, 16] , a generic pre-modern C++ IP libray and its shortcomings that led to the design of Pylena [5] . The work presented in this paper contrasts with the previous works on obtaining genericity for mathematical morphology operators [8, 21] and digital topology operators [23] .
In section 3, we present this new generic design, that emerged with the evolution of the Modern C++ and allowed solving some Milena's shortcomings. Not only does this new design re-conciliate simplicity and performance, but it also promotes extensibility as it enables easily creating custom image types as those shown in section 3.5. 
Bringing genericity in IP libraries: solutions and problems
Generic programming aims at providing more flexibility to programs. It is itself a very generic term that means different things to different people. It may refer to parametric polymorphism (which is the common sense in C++), but it may also refer to data abstraction and reflection /meta-programming [17] . The accordance on a strict definition of generic programming is not our objective, but we can observe a manifestation of the generic programming: a parametrization of the routines to augment flexibility.
To tackle the problem of a generic dilation from the introduction, several programming techniques have been reviewed by Levillain et al. [24] , Géraud [13] . We discuss these techniques w.r.t. some criteria: usability (simplicity from the end-user ), maintainability (simplicity from the library developer stand-point), run-time availability (running routines on images whose kind is unknown until run-time), efficiency (speed and binary size tradeoff).
Ad-hoc polymorphism and exhaustivity The straightforward brute-force solution is the one that enumerates every combination of parameters. This means one implementation for each couple ('image' kind, 'structuring element' kind) and involves much code duplication. Both run-time or compile-time selection of the implementation are possible depending on the parametrization. If the kind of parameters are known at compile time (through their type), routine overload selection is automatically done by the compiler. On the contrary, if the kind of parameters are knwown at run-time (or if the language does not support overloading, the user has to select the right implementation by hand (a manual dispatch) as illustrated below: Such a strategy is simple and efficient as the best implementation is written for each case. However it cannot scale, as any addition of a new kind (either a SE, a structure or a value type) would require duplicating many routines and lead to maintenance issues that is why no IP library has chosen such a strategy.
Generalization A second approach is to generalize to the greatest common type (a type to rule them all ) instead of augmenting their number. For example, one can consider that all value types are double since uint8, int16, . . . can roughly be represented by double as in MegaWave [10] . Even, if a library supports different value kinds for images, it is also common to use an adapter that performs a value conversion before calling a specific routine with the most general type. OpenCV [4] uses such an approach where one has to adapt his value types from one routine to another, which makes it painful to extend due to the wide variety of types and algorithms that this library has to offer. Dynamic data analysis framework as Matlab, Octave, Numpy/SciPy have many routines implemented for a single value type and convert their input if it does not fit the required type. The major drawback to this approach is a performance penalty due to conversions and processing on larger type.
Structures can also be generalized to a certain extent. In the image processing library CImg, all images are 3-dimensional with an arbitrary number of channels. It leads to an interface where users can write ima(x,y,z,channel) even if the image has a single dimension. There are three drawbacks to this approach: the number of dimensions is bounded (cannot handle 3D+t for example), the interface allows the image to be used incorrectly (weak type-safety), every algorithm has to be written following a 4D pattern even if the image is only 2D. Moreover, generalization of structures is not trivial when they are really different (e.g. finding the common type between a 3D-buffer encoded image and an image over a graph).
Inclusion & Parametric polymorphism A common conception of generic programming relates the definitions of abstractions and template methods.
A first programming paradigm that enables such a distinction is object oriented programming (OOP). In this paradigm, template methods, as defined by [11] , are general routines agnostic to the implementation details and specific properties of a given type. A template method defines the skeleton of an algorithm with customization points (calls can be redefined to our own handlers) or we can plug our own types. Hence, template methods are polymorphic. They rely on the abality to abstract the behavior of objects we handle. The abstraction thus declares an interface: a set of services (generally abstract methods) which are common to all the kinds. The concrete types have then to define abstract methods with implementation details.
On the other hand, generic programming, in the sense of Musser and Stepanov [25] provides another way of creating abstraction and template methods. In this paradigm, the abstraction is replaced by a concept that defines the set of operations a type must provide. OOP template methods are commonly refered as template functions and implement the algorithm in terms of the concepts.
While similar in terms of idea, the two paradigms should not be confused. On one hand, OOP relies on the inclusion polymorphism. A single routine (implementation) exists and supports any sub-type that inherits from the abstract type (which is the way of defining an interface in C++). Also, the kind of entities is not known until run-time, types are dynamic and so is the selection of the right method. This has to be compared to generic programming that relies on the parametric polymorphism, which is static. The kinds of entities have to be known at compile time and a version of the template function is created for each input types. In fig. 3 , we illustrate these differences through the implementation of the simple routine copy (dilate would require a more advanced abstraction of an image that will be detailed in section 3). Basically, copy just has to traverse an input image and stores the values in an output image. The way of abstracting the traversal is done with iterators.
Run-time polymorphism offers a greater flexibility in dynamic environment, where the types of the image to handle are not known until the execution of the program. For example, scipy.ndimage, a python image processsing library for interactive environments, uses a C-stylished version of the iterator abstraction [28] and value abstraction given above (C-style stands for an hand-made switch dispatch instead of virtual methods). GEGL [1] , used in GIMP, is also written in C ans uses C-style run-time polymorphism to achieve abstraction over colors and data buffers (e.g. to model graphs).
Nevertheless, this flexibility comes at the cost of degraded performances due to the dynamic dispatches. On the other hand, static polymorphism provides better performances because concrete types are known at compile time and there is no need to resolve methods at run-time. As there is never no free lunch, performance comes at the cost of less run-time flexibility. Moreover, since parametric polymorphism is implemented through templates in C++, many instanciations of the same code occur for different input types and may lead to code bloat and large executables.
Parametric polymorphism in C++ image processing libraries Parametric polymorphism is common in many C++ IP libraries to a certain extent. Many of them, (e.g. CImg [34] , Video++ [12] , ITK [19] ) provide value type genericity (e.g. image2d<T>) while a few provide a full structural genericity (DGTal [7] , GrAL [2] , Milena [24] , VIGRA [20] , Boost.GIL [3] ). To reach such a level a genericity, these libraries have been written in a complex C++ which remains visible from the user standpoint. Erich Gamma [11] notice that dynamic, highly parameterized software is harder to understand than more static software. In particular, errors in highly templated code is hard to read and to debug because they show up very deep in the compiler error trace. Also, they have not been written with the modern user-friendly features that the new C++ offers. Worst, in the case of Milena, some design choices made in pre-C++ 11, makes the library not compatible with the current standard and prevents usage of these new features.
Additionally, there exists other, non-library approach, such as designing a whole new DSL (Domain Specific Language) to reach a specific goal. For instance, Halide [29] chose this approach to fully focus on the underlying generated code to optimize it for vectorization, parallelism and data locality. Unfortunately this implies trade-offs on genericity and interoperability as we are not dealing with native C++ anymore.
C++ Generic Programming and Concepts
C++ is a multi-paradigm language that enables the developer to write code that can be object oriented, procedural, functional and generic. However, there were limitations that were mostly due to the backward compatibility constraint as well as the zero-cost abstraction principle. In particular the generic programming paradigm is provided by the template metaprogramming machinery which can be rather obscure and error-prone. Furthermore, when the code is incorrect, due to the nature of templates (and the way they are specified) it is extremely difficult for a compiler to provide a clear and useful error message. To solve this issue, a new facility named concepts was brought to the language. It enables the developer to constraint types: we say that the type models the concept(s). For instance, to compare two images, a function compare would restrict its input image types to the ones whose value type provides the comparison operator ==.
In spite of the history behind the concept checking facilities being very turbulent [30, 32, 33] , it will finally appear in the next standard [35] (C++20).
From algorithms to concepts
The C++ Standard Template Library (STL) is a collection of algorithms and data structures that allow the developer to code with generic facilities. For instance, there is a standard way to reduce a collection of elements: std:: accumulate that is agnostic to the underlying collection type. The collection just needs to provide a facility so that it can work. This facility is called iterator. All STL algorithms behave this way: the type is a template parameter so it can be anything. What is important is how this type behaves. Some collection requires you to define a hash functions (std::map), some requires you to set an order on your elements (std::set) etc. This emphasis the power of genericity. The most important point to remember here (and explained very early in 1988 [25] ) is the answer to: "What is a generic algorithm? ". The answer is: "An algorithm is generic when it is expressed in the most abstract way possible".
Later, in his book [31] , Stepanov explained the design decision behind those algorithms as well as an important notion born in the early 2000s: the concepts. The most important point about concepts is that it constraints the behavior. Henceforth: "It is not the types that define the concepts: it is the algorithms".
The Image Processing and Computer Vision fields are facing this issue because there are a lot of algorithms, a lot of different kind of images and a lot of different kind of requirements/properties for those algorithms to work. In fact, when analyzing the algorithms, you can always extract those requirements in the form of one or several concepts.
Rewriting an algorithm to extract a concept
Gamma correction Let us take the gamma correction algorithm as an example. The naive way to write this algorithm can be: This algorithm here does the job but it also makse a lot of hypothesis. Firstly, we suppose that we can write in the image via the = operator (l.9-11): it may not be true if the image is sourced from a generator function. Secondly, we suppose that we have a 2D image via the double loop (l.6-7). Finally, we suppose we are operating on 8bits range (0-255) RGB via '.r', '.g', '.b' (l.9-11). Those hypothesis are unjustified. Intrinsically, all we want to say is "For each value of ima, apply a gamma correction on it.". Let us proceed to make this algorithm the most generic possible by lifting those unjustified constraints one by one.
Lifting RGB constraint: First, we get rid of the 8bits color range (0-255) RGB format requirement. The loops become: By lifting this constraint, we now require the type Image to define a nested type Image::value_type (returned by ima(x, y)) on which std::numeric_limits and std::pow are defined. This way the compiler will be able to check the types at compile-time and emit warning and/or errors in case it detects incompatibilities. We are also able to detect it beforehand using a static_assert for instance.
Lifting bi-dimensional constraint: Here we need to introduce a new abstraction layer, the pixel. A pixel is a couple (point, value). The double loop then becomes:
for (auto&& pix : ima.pixels()) pix.value() = std::pow((max_val * pix.value()) / max_val, gamma_corr);
This led to us requiring that the type Image requires to provide a method Image::pixels() that returns something we can iterate on with a range-for loop: this something is a Range of Pixel. This Range is required to behave like an iterable: it is an abstraction that provides a way to browse all the elements one by one. The Pixel is required to provide a method Pixel::value() that returns a Value which is Regular (see section 3.3). Here, we use auto&& instead of auto& to allow the existence of proxy iterator (think of vector<bool>). Indeed, we may be iterating over a lazy-computed view 3.5.
Lifting writability constraint: Finally, the most subtle one is the requirement about the writability of the image. This requirement can be expressed directly via the new C++20 syntax for concepts. All we need to do is changing the template declaration by:
template <WritableImage Image>
In practice the C++ keyword const is not enough to express the constness or the mutability of an image. Indeed, we can have an image whose pixel values are returned by computing cos(x + y) (for a 2D point). Such an image type can be instantiated as non-const in C++ but the values will not be mutable: this type will not model the WritableImage concept.
Final version
template <WritableImage Image> void gamma_correction(Image& ima, double gamma) { using value_t = typename Image::value_type;
const auto gamma_corr = 1 / gamma; const auto max_val = numeric_limits<value_t>::max();
for (auto&& pix : ima.pixels()) pix.value() = std::pow((max_val * pix.value()) / max_val, gamma_corr); } When re-writing a lot of algorithms this way: lifting constraints by requiring behavior instead, we are able to deduce what our concepts needs to be. The real question for a concept is: "what behavior should be required? "
Dilation algorithm To show the versatility of this approach, we will now attempt to deduces the requirements necessary to write a classical dilate algorithm. First let us start with a naive implementation: Here we are falling into the same pitfall as for the gamma correction example: there are a lot of unjustified hypothesis. We suppose that we have a 2D image (l.7-8), that we can write in the output_image (l. 10, 13) . We also require that the input image does not handle borders, (cf. loop index arithmetic l. [7] [8] [11] [12] . Additionally, the structuring element is restricted to a 5 × 5 window (l. [11] [12] whereas we may need to dilate via, for instance, a 11 × 15 window, or a sphere. Finally, the algorithm does not exploit any potential properties such as the decomposability (l. [11] [12] to improve its efficiency. Those hypothesis are, once again, unjustified. Intrinsically, all we want to say is "For each value of input_ima, take the maximum of the X × X window around and then write it in output_ima".
To lift those constraints, we need a way to know which kind of structuring element matches a specific algorithm. Thus, we will pass it as a parameter. Additionally, we are going to lift the first two constraints the same way we did for gamma correction: We now do not require anything except that the structuring element returns the neighbors of a pixel. The returned value must be an iterable. In addition, this code uses the zip utility which allows us to iterate over two ranges at the same time. Finally, this way of writing the algorithm allows us to delegate the issue about the border handling to the neighborhood machinery. Henceforth, we will not address this specific point deeper in this paper.
Concept definition
The more algorithms we analyze to extract their requirements, the clearer the concepts become. They are slowly appearing. Let us now attempt to formalize them. The formalization of the concept Image from the information and requirements we have now is shown in table 1 for the required type definitions and valid expressions.
The concept Image does not provide a facility to write inside it. To do so, we have refined a second concept named WritableImage that provides the necessary facilities to write inside it. We say "WritableImage refines Image".
The sub-concept ForwardRange can be seen as a requirement on the underlying type. We need to be able to browse all the pixels in a forward way. Its concept will not be detailed here as it is very similar to concept of the same name [27, 26] (soon in the STL). Also, in practice, the concepts described here are incomplete. We would need to analyze several other algorithms to deduce all the requirements so that our concepts are the most complete possible. One thing important to note here is that to define a simple Image concept, there are already a large amount of prerequisites: Regular, Pixel and ForwardRange. Those concepts are basic but are also tightly linked to the concept in the STL [6] . We refer to the STL concepts as fundamental concepts. Fundamentals concepts are Let Ima be a type that models the concept Image. Let WIma be a type that models the concept WritableImage. Then WIma inherits all types defined for Image. Let SE be a type that models the concept StructuringElement . Let DSE be a type that models the concept Decomposable. Then DSE inherits all types defined for StructuringElement. Let Pix be a type that models the concept Pixel. Then we can define:
Definition
Description Requirement 
Specialization vs. Properties
Another advantage of concepts are that they allow a best match machinery over requirement(s) met by a type. We call this mechanic the property specialization. It allows to select the correct overload (best match machinery) when the given template parameter satisfies the requirement(s) expressed via the concept(s). Historically we used the template specialization mechanism to achieve the same thing (via inheritance of specialized types and other tricks) but it came with lot of disadvantages. Those are the cost of the abstraction and indirection, the difficulty to extend as well as to inject new type or behavior for a new user, being tied to a type and finally, each new type needs its own new implementation. Switching to a property-based approach with an automatic best match machinery is much more efficient and user-friendly.
This machinery could be emulated pre-C++20 via cryptic template metaprogramming tricks (i.e. type-traits, SFINAE and enable_if). However, C++20 brings a way to remove the need of these need, making it widely accessible. The code in fig. 4 shows this difference in action. The result about which code is clearer, easier to read and less error-prone should be obvious. The first advantage is that the compiler do the type-checking pass early when instantiating the template instead of waiting until the overload resolution pass (the improper functions candidate are removed from overload resolution thanks to SFINAE ). This directly enhances the error messages emitted by the compiler. Instead of having a long error trace one needs to scroll down to find the error within, the compiler will now emits the error first at the top with the incorrect behavior requirement that does not match the concept for a given instantiated type.
Also, in the C++17 code, with heavy metaprograming trick, informations about function prototypes such as return type, parametric types and input types are fuzzy and not very clear. It needs carefully designed and written user documentation to be usable by a tier. Furthermore, this documentation is often difficult to generate and documentation generators do not help because they have a very limited understanding of templated code. However, we can see in the C++20 code that, with concepts, we just have two different overloads with a single piece of information changing: the 2 nd input parameter. The information is clear and can be easily understood by documentation generators.
In addition, as concepts are working with a best-match machinery, we can notice that it is not the case with the SFINAE tricks version. Each time you add a new variant, every possibilities, incompatibilities and ambiguities between all the overloads have to be manually lifted. Not doing so will lead to multiple overloads ambiguities (or none selected at all). Also, the compiler will issue a non-friendly error message difficult to address.
In Image Processing we are able to make use of this machinery, in particular with a property on structuring elements: the decomposability. For reminder a multi-dimensional structuring element is decomposable if it can be rewritten as many simpler structuring elements.
Indeed when the structuring element window is tiny, it makes little sense to exploit this property for efficiency. If instead of browsing the image once while selecting 4 neighbors for each pixel, then we browse the image twice while selecting 2 neighbors for each pixel, the difference is not relevant. However, the more the structuring element window grows, the more neighboring pixels are selected for each pixel. With a multi-dimensional structuring element the growth is quadratic whereas it is linear if the structuring element is decomposed.
Henceforth, bringing the property best-match machinery with concepts as well as this decomposable property lead us to this dilate algorithm version: It is much more efficient as it reduces the complexity dramatically when the structuring element has a large selection window.
Practical genericity for efficiency: the Views
Let us introduce another key point enabled by genericity and concepts: the Views. A View is defined by a non-owning lightweight image, inspired by the design introduced in Ranges for the Standard Library [9] proposal for non-owning collections. A similar design is also called Morphers in Milena [21, 13] . Views feature the following properties: cheap to copy, non-owner (does not own any data buffer), lazy evaluation (accessing the value of a pixel may require computations) and composition. When chained, the compiler builds a tree of expressions (or expression template as used in many scientific computing libraries such as Eigen [18] ), thus it knows at compile-time the type of the composition and ensures a 0-overhead at evaluation.
There are four fundamental kind of views, inspired by functional programming paradigm: transform(input, f) applies the transformation f on each pixel of the image input, filter(input, pred) keeps the pixels of input that satisfy the predicate pred, subimage(input, domain) keeps the pixels of input that are in the domain domain, zip(input 1 , input 2 , ..., input n ) allows to pack several pixel of several image to iterate on them all at the same time.
Lazy-evaluation combined with the view chaining allows the user to write clear and very efficient code whose evaluation is delayed till very last moment as shown in the code below (see [14] for additional examples). Neither memory allocation nor computation are performed; the image i has just recorded all the operations required to compute its values. 
Conclusion and Perspectives
Through a simple example, we have shown a step-by-step methodology to make an algorithm generic with zero overhead 1 . To reach such a level of genericity and be able to write versatile algorithms, we had to abstract and define the most simple and fundamental elements of the libray (e.g. image, pixel, structuring element). We have shown that some tools of the Modern C++, such as concepts, greatly facilitate the definition and the usage of such abstractions. These tools enable the library designer to focus on the abstraction of the library components and on the user-visible development. The complex template meta-programming layer that used to be a large part of C++ generic programming is no more inevitable. In this context, it is worth pointing out the approach is not limited Image Processing libraries but works for any library that wants to be modernized to augment its productivity.
As one may have noticed, the solution presented in this paper is mostly dedicated to C++ developer and C++ end-user. Unlike dynamic environments (such as Python), C++ is not the most appropriate language when one has to prototype or experiment an IP solution. As a future work, we will study the conciliation of the static genericity from C++ (where types have to be known at compile time) with a dynamic language (with a run-time polymorphism) to allows the interactive usage of a C++ generic library.
